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We will consider two differential inclusions 
(1) y^(t)eF(t,y(t)), 
(2) x^(t)eG(t,x(t)), 
where n > 1, t £ J = [l0, oo), to ^ 0 and F and G are multifunctions which fulfil the 
assumptions 
(Hi) ^(G): J x S R - 4 {nonempty convex compact subsets of 5R}, 
F(G) is upper semicontinuous on J x K; 
(H2) F(t,x)x < 0 (G(t,x)x < 0) for each (t,x) e J x $i, x± 0; 
(H:3) F(t,x)x > 0 (G(t,x)x > 0) for each (t,x) E J x », x ^ 0; 
(H4) F(*,0) = {0} (G(*,0) = {0}) for each t E J 
We note that F(t,x)x > 0 (< 0) means that for each z E F(t,x) we have zx > 0 
(< 0). The same is meant by G(t,x)x > 0 (< 0). 
Under a solution y(t) E (1) (x(t) E (2)) we will understand a solution which exists 
on J and is such that 
sup{|g(l) |: t ^ li} > 0 for all ti ^ t0 
(sup{|x( l) | : t ^ 6i} > 0 for all *i ^ t0). 
Tlie notion of an oscillatory and nonoscillatory solution will be used in the usual 
sense. It is easy to see that nonoscillatory solutions have the following properties. 
Let z(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of (1) (or of (2)). It means that : ( ^ 0 o n some 
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interval [h, oo), li ^ l0- Taking into consideration the assumptions (H2), (H4) we get 
z(t)z^n)(t) < 0 on [h, oo) and z(t)z^n)(t) > 0 on [h, oo) if (H3) and (H4) are satisfied. 
This implies the existence of such t2 ^ h that z
{i)(t), i = 0 , 1 , . . . , n has a constant 
sign on [t2, oo). Therefore each z
{i)(t), i = 0 , 1 , . . . ,n - 1, is monotone on [t2, oo) and 
lim x;(z)(l), z = 0 , 1 , . . . ,7i - 1 exists in the extended sense, i.e. lim \z{i)(t)\ is finite 
t—*oo /—>oo 
or +oo. 
Thus, for nonoscillatory solutions the following two cases are possible: 
(a) lim \zW(t)\ = oo, i = 0,1, 2 , . . . , 7 i - l ; 
t—>oo 
(b) there exists k e {0,1,... ,n - 1} such that 
lim z{k)(t) is finite, 
£—>oo 
lim z{i)(t) =oosgn^( l) for z = 0 , 1 , . . . , k - 1, 
£ — • o o 
lim z{i)(t) = 0 for i = & + l , . . . , n - 1. 
£ —>oo 
We note that the case (a) can occur only if the assumptions (H3) and (H4) are 
satisfied (see [1], Remark 1). 
Definition 1. We will say that the inclusion (1) ((2)) has the property A if for 
71 even each solution of (1) (of (2)) is oscillatory and for n odd each solution of (1) 
(of (2)) is either oscillatory or monotonically tends to zero for t —> 00 with all its 
derivatives of orders less than n. 
Definition 2. We will say that the inclusion (1) ((2)) has the property B if for 
n even each solution of (1) (of (2)) is either oscillatory or monotonically tends to 
zero for t —> 00 with all its derivatives of orders less than n or monotonically tends 
to +00 or —00 for £ —r 00 with all its derivatives of orders less than n, and for 71 
odd each solution of (1) (of (2)) is either oscillatory or monotonically tends to +00 
or —00 with all its derivatives of orders less than n. 
For conditions with guarantee the validity of the property A (or B) of a differential 
inclusion see e.g. [1]. We note that the inclusions (1) ((2)) can have the property B 
only if (H3) is satisfied. 
The aim of this paper is to discuss how the property A (or property B) of a 
differential inclusion of order n > 1 depends on the perturbation of the right hand 
side of this inclusion. More precisely, we will prove that the perturbations for which 
the differential inclusion and its perturbed inclusion are asymptotically equivalent 
maintain the property A (property B). A similar problem for differential equations 
was discussed in [4]. 
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Definition 3. We will say that the differential inclusions (1) and (2) are asymp-
totically equivalent if for each solution y(t) G (1) there exists a solution x(t) G (2) 
such that 
lim (y{i)(t)-x{i)(t)) = 0, i = 0 , V . . . , n - l 
t—>oo 
and conversely. 
In what follows we assume that F and G fulfil the assumptions (Hi), (H2), (H4) 
or (HO, (H3), (H4). 
Theorem 1. Let (1) and (2) be asymptotically equivalent. Then either both (1) 
and (2) possess or both do not possess the property A. 
P r o o f . Assume that the inclusion (1) has the property A and that (2) has 
not the property A. It means that (2) has a nonoscillatory solution, denote it Xi(t), 
such that for some k G {0 ,1 , . . . , n — 1} we have limo^ (t) = Ck as t -> oo and 
0 < |c,v| ^ oo. Let yi(t) be the solution of (1) which corresponds to x\(t) in the 
asymptotic equivalence of (1) and (2). Then lim (x[ '(t) — y\ (t)) = 0 as t -» oo. 
However, 
Urn y[k)(t) = Hm [(y[k)(t) - x[k)(t)) + x[k)(t)} 
= lim [y[k)(t) - x[k)(t)} + lim x[k) (t) = ck jt 0, 
t—»oo t—•oo 
which contradicts the property A of (1). 
If we assume that (2) has the property A and (1) has not the property A we get 
a similar contradiction. • 
Theorem 2. Let (1) and (2) be asymptotically equivalent. Then either both (1) 
and (2) possess or both do not possess the property B. 
P r o o f . Assume that (1) has the property B and that (2) has not the property 
B. It means that (2) has a nonoscillatory solution, say x2(t), such that for some 
k G { 0 , 1 , . . . ,n - 1} we have lim x[k\t) = c2, 0 < \c2\ < oo. Let y2 be the solution 
i—>oo 
of (1) which corresponds to x2(t) in the asymptotic equivalence between (1) and (2). 
Then 
c2 = Hm xi
k)(t) = Hm [(x{2
k)(t) - y{2
k)(t)) + yik)(t)} 
= lira [x2
k)(t) - yik)(t)} + lim „<*>(*) = lim y2
k)(t), 
t->oo J t—>oo t—>-oo 
which proves that (1) has not the property B. However, this contradicts the assump-
tion. Similarly, the assumptions that (2) has the property B and (1) has not the 
property B lead to a contradiction. • 
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Now we will focus our attention on conditions which will guarantee the asymptotic 
equivalence between the inclusions (1) and (2). 
Definition 4. Let D C ». Then \D\ = sup {\d\: de D}. 
Lemma 1. Let F(t,x) satisfy the condition (Hi). Let u(t) be a continuous func-
tion on J. Denote z(t) = max {F(t,u(t)}, t G J. Then z(t) G F(t,u(t)), z(t) is 
upper scmicontinuous on J and Lebesguc measurable. 
P r o o f . Let to < t\. Then the continuity of u(t) and (Hi) imply that for 
each e > 0 there exist Si > 0 and S2 > 0 such that \u(t) — u(ti)\ < S2 for each 
t G (t\ -Sx,ti +J ] ) , and for each (t,u(t)) G (h -Su h + o\) x (u(ti) -S2,u(t\) + S2) 
we obtain F(t,u(t)) C F(^i,H(£i)) + £. Consequently, z(t) — max {F(t, u(t))} ^ 
max {F( l i , u(^i))} + £ = z(t\) + £" for each t G (fi — <5i,£i + #i). It means that z(t) 
is upper scmicontinuous at t±. A similar argument gives the upper semicontinuity 
from the right of z(t) at t0. 
Now, z(t) being upper semicontinuous on J, it is Borcl measurable on J and 
consequently, also Lebesgue measurable on J. • 
Theorem 3. Let F(t,x), G(t,x) satisfy (Hi). Moreover, let the following condi-
tions be satisfied: 
(II5) There exists a continuous function V(t,z): J x [0, 00) —> [0, 00) 
nondecreasing in z for each fixed t G J such that 
\F(t,ui) - G(t,u2)\ ^ V(t, |Hi - u2|) for each Hi,H2 G !ft. 
/•OO 
(H6) / t
n~lV(t,c)dt < 00 for each c ^ O . 
Jt{) 
/•OO 
(H7) l iminfc
- 1 / tn-lV(t,c)dt = 0. 
c ^°° It,, 
Then tiic inclusions (1) and (2) arc asymptotically equivalent. 
P r o o f . Let x(t) bo a solution of (2). Our aim is to prove the existence of such 
a solution y(t) of (1) that 
(3) lira u(i)(t) = lim \y{i) (t) - x{i) (t)] = 0, i = 0,1, . . . , n - 1. 
t—>oo t—>oo 
Put y(l) = rv(l) + u(t). Then H(/j) is a solution of the inclusion 
(4) u ( n ) (0 e F(t,x(t) + u(t)) - G(t,x(t)) 
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satisfying (3). Denote M(^x(t) + u(t)) = {the set of all measurable selectors of the 
function Hx(u(t)) = F(t,x(t) + u(t)) - G(t,x(t))}. Following Lemma 1 we know 
that M(x(t) + u(t)) is not empty. From (4) we get the existence of such a measurable 
selector v(t) <E M(x(t) + u(t)) that 
(5) u{n\t) = v(t), teJ, 
and by (3), (H5) and (Ho) we obtain 
/.OO 
(G) / tn~lv(t)dt < oo, 
r°° (f _ s)n-i 
(7) u(t) = - l (-j^v(s)ds. 
Thus, 
(8) u(t) e{-Jt°°
 ( * ~ - i ) T ~ ( a ) d g • *W e M(x(t)+u(t))}. 
Lot C0(J) be the Banach space of all functions u(t) defined and continuous on J 
such that lim u(t) = 0 with the norm \\u(t)\\ = sup \u(t)\. We see from (8) that u(t) 
t—+oo J 
is a fixed point of the multivalued operator T defined on C0(J) by 
(9) Tu(t) = { - J™ {t{n _
)П^ z(s) ds : z(t) € M (x(t) + u(t))}. 
if Цuц = ß, then fгom (H5) and (He) we get \z(t)\ ^ V(t,ß) and 
/ ( , ( „ V
( s ) d ä И %Л, w«)ľ-
t " 0 0 t s _ * \ n - l ^ / — v ғ ( s ^ ) d s <o°-
Л (71-1)! 
Thus F is well defined. 
Let SK = {u(t) e C0(J) | \\u(t) ^ A'}. We will prove that for the given solution 
x(t) of (2) there exists Iv0 > 0 such that TSKU C SK0, T is upper semicontinuous on 
5/X)), TSK0 is relatively compact and Tu(x) is nonempty, closed and convex for all 
u(x) e SK()- It means that the fixed point theorem of Bolmenblust and Karlin will 
be applicable. The existence of such K0 > 0 that TSK0 C SKQ follows from (H 7). 
Let u(t) e SK, K > 0. Then \\u(t)\\ = (3 ^ K. Let Ji(t) e Tu(t). Then there 
exists v(t) e M(x(t) + u(t)) such that 
h(t) = - ^ 
(t - s) ' 1 - 1 
v(s) ds , t Є J 
( » - ! ) ! 
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and 
/
°° (a _ t ) n _ 1 C°° o^-l 
(n_\}, Hs)\As < ^ j^z^y^
K)ds=L<°°-
Thus, TSK is a set of continuous functions uniformly bounded by the constant L. 
For |/i'(*)| we get 
r°° (o — t)n-2 r°° cn~2 
l / l ' ^ l ^ / ( 9M M*)ld* < / T—^y^k)ds=Ll<oo Jt ( n - 2 ) ! Jio (7 i -2) ! 
which means that the functions of TSK are equicontinuous. Moreover, for each e > 0 
there exists ^o(^) ^ ô such that for to(s) ^ 1̂ ^ t'2 we have 
|/.(*2)-M*i)KIM*2)| + |/.(<i)l 
roo sn — l poo ? t - l 
U (^T)iV'(s'A')tl,+j (̂ T)iv'(8'A",ds 
for t0(e) such that J'~e) r^Ty[V(5, K) ds < | . 
From this fact, from the uniform boundedness and from the equicontinuity of all 
functions of TSK we conclude that TSK as well as Tu(t) are relatively compact in 
the topology of Co(-0-
Let un(t), n = 1,2,... ,u(t) be from Co(<I) and let {un(t)} converge to u(t) in 
Co(J), i.e. uniformly on J. Then the set {un(t), n = 1,2,... ,u(t)} is bounded in 
Co (J). Therefore, there exists K > 0 such that un(t) G 5/<, n = 1, 2 , . . . , u(t) G 5/v-
and T5/c is relatively compact. Let hn(t) G Tun(t), n = 1,2,.. . . Evidently, bn(l) G 
P5/c, 72 = 1.2, For each hn(t) there exists Ua(0 £ M(x(t) -f un(£)) such that 
MO = ~ / f Tfi"M*) ds' l> f°-
Jt (n-l)\ 
Let L\(J) be the space of all functions f(t) defined on J such that 
it - tor-1 • 1 É O (n - 1)! 
We see that vn(t) G Li(J) and 
- | / ( í ) |dí <oo . 
/.„ 7 ^ ï ^ M s ) | d s Ч -т^T)Гv(s'fc)ds < 00. 
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Thus, {vn(t)} is bounded in Li(J). Moreover, if { £ m } , Em C J, is a nonincreasing 
oo 
sequence of measurable sets such that f| Em = 0 (empty set) then 
lim 
ra=l 
I {t~t0Vvn(t)dt Z lim /
 (t-to)"~1V(t,K)dt=0. 
JE (n - 1)! rn-too JEm (íl - 1)! 
Then (see [2], Th. IV.8.9) it is possible to choose from {vn(t)} a subsequence {vnk (t)} 
which weakly converges to some v(t) G Li(J). It follows from (Hi) that H(t,x + u) = 
F(t, x + u) —G(t, x) is upper semicontinuous in u for each fixed t and x. Furthermore, 
because {unk} converges uniformly to u(t) and vnk(t) G H[x(t) +unk(t)), for given 
e > 0, t G J and x(t) there exists 0 < N = N(T,e,x(t)) such that for any nk ^ N 
we have 
H(t,x(t)+unk(t)) C Oe(H(t,x(t) + u(t))^j 
where Os(H(t,x(t) + ii(t))) is an ^-neighbourhood of the set H(t,x(t) + u(t)). It 
means that for all iik ^ N we have vnk(t) G Oe(H(t,x(t) +u(t))). Then (see [2], 
Corollary V.3.14) it is possible to construct such convex combinations from vUk, 
iik ^ N, denote them gm(t), m = 1,2,..., that the sequence {gm(t)} converges to 
v(t) in L\(J). Furthermore, by the Riesz theorem there exists a subsequence {gmi} 
of {gin(t)} which converges to v(t) a.e. on J. From the convexity of Oe(H(t,x(t) + 
u(t))) and from the fact that vnk G 0£(H(t,x(t) + u(t))) we conclude that gmi G 
0£(H(t,x(t) +u(t))), i = 1,2,... and therefore, v(t) G 0£(H(t,x(t) +u(t))). For 
£ ^ 0 we get v(t) G H(t,x(t) +u(t)). 
Recall that t G J was a fixed point and that H(t,x(t) +u(t)) is a compact convex 
subset of SR. Furthermore, from Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem we get 
that 
r°° (t - s)
n~l 
h(t) = - K-f
 J— v(s)ds, t^t0 
Jt {n-iy 
is well defined and h(t) G Tu(t), t G J. 
It follows from the weak convergence of {vnk(t)} to v(t) in Li(J) that the subse-
quence {hllk(t)} C {Jin(t)}, i.e. for t G J 
n, (í) = / ( n - i ) !
 Vn" (sï ás ' * ̂  f° ( 7 1 - 1 
converges to h(t) a.e. on J. However, the functions hnk(t) belong to the relatively 
compact set TSjK-. Therefore, there exists a subsequence of the sequence {h,H.(t)} 
which converges to a function h(t) uniformly on J. It means that h(t) = Ji(t) G Tu(t) 
a.e. on J. Tliis completes the proof of the upper semicontinuity of the operator T. 
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It folkyws from upper semicontinuity of T that Tu(t), u(t) e C(J), is closed. 
Furthermore, from (Hi) and Lemma 1 we get that M(x(t) -f- u(t)) is nonempty and 
convex and consequently Tu(t) is also nonempty and convex. Thus, T maps SK into 
cf(Si<)- All conditions for the application of the Bohncnblust and Karlin theorem are 
satisfied. We have proved that for each solution x(t) of (2) there exists u(t) such that 
y(t) = x(t) + u(t) is a solution of (1) such that lim u&(t) = \y
{i)(t) - x^(t)] = 0, 
t—>oo L J 
i = 0 , 1 , . . . ,7i — 1. 
To complete the proof of the theorem we only need to change the role of F and G 
and x(t) and y(t). • 
E x a m p l e . Consider the equations 
(10) » ( n ) + / (0 | y | a sgny = 0 
where f(t) is continuous and positive on J = [foj-oo) &nc-
(2) rr<n> eG(t,x) 
where G(t,x) satisfies (Hi), (H2), (H4). Assume that F(t,y) = —f(t)\y\
asgny and 
F(t,y) and G(t,x) satisfy (H5)-(H7). Then, following Theorem 3, (2) and (10) are 
asymptotically equivalent. 
The condition 
f°° { (n - l )a , for 0 < a < 1 
( i i ) / ty(t)dt=co, 7= . n. f , 
Jtu { (n - 1), for a > 1 
is necessary and sufficient for the equation (10) to have the property A. Then from 
Theorem 1 we obtain that the inclusion (2) has the property A, too. 
Now, condition (H5) yields 
\G(t,y) + f(t)\y\asgny\<V(t,0). 
Let ze G(t,y). Then 
\z + f(t)\yrsgny\^V(t,0) 
or 
-f(t)\y\cxsgny-V(t,0)^z^-f(t)\yrsgny + V(t,0). 
We have the following result: 
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Let 0 < a, a ^ 1. 
^(MJ) = - / W | y | a s g n y , 
G(*,a;)C [-f(t)\x\asgnx-V(t,0),-f(t)\x\asgnx + V(t,0)], 
G(t, x) satisfies (Hi), (H2), (H4); V(t, c) is continuous on Jx [0,00) and nondecreasing 
in c for each fixed t € J and satisfies (H6) and (H7). Then the condition (11) is 
necessary and sufficient for the inclusion (2) to have the property A. 
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